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MULTIPLE WAVE SOLUTIONS IN A DIFFUSIVE PREDATOR-PREY MODEL
WITH STRONG ALLEE EFFECT ON PREY AND RATIO-DEPENDENT
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSE
EDGARDO VILLAR–SEPU´LVEDA?, PABLO AGUIRRE?, AND VI´CTOR F. BREN˜A–MEDINA†
Abstract. A thorough analysis is performed in a predator-prey reaction-diffusion model which in-
cludes three relevant complex dynamical ingredients: (a) a strong Allee effect; (b) ratio-dependent
functional responses; and (c) transport attributes given by a diffusion process. As is well-known in
the specialized literature, these aspects capture adverse survival conditions for the prey, predation
search features and non-homogeneous spatial dynamical distribution of both populations. We look
for traveling-wave solutions and provide rigorous results coming from a standard local analysis, nu-
merical bifurcation analysis, and relevant computations of invariant manifolds to exhibit homoclinic
and heteroclinic connections and periodic orbits in the associated dynamical system in R4. In so
doing, we present and describe a diverse zoo of traveling wave solutions; and we relate their occur-
rence to the Allee effect, the spreading rates and propagation speed. In addition, homoclinic chaos is
manifested via both saddle-focus and focus-focus bifurcations as well as a Belyakov point. An actual
computation of global invariant manifolds near a focus-focus homoclinic bifurcation is also presented
to enravel a multiplicity of wave solutions in the model. A deep understanding of such ecological
dynamics is therefore highlighted.
1. Introduction
One of the main objectives of ecology is to understand the interactions of individual organisms with
those of the same species and with other actors in their environment, and how populations distribute
when forming communities. In particular, predation —and its associated mathematical models— has
been part of the dominant topics in ecology from the beginning of this discipline [12, 51]. Since
the early works of Volterra [62] onwards, predator-prey models have been continuously studied by
mathematicians and biologists thanks to their adequate generalization of practical scenarios and for
being an essential guide in biological populations. In all these cases, predator-prey models may shed
light on necessary conditions for species to coexist and not to be doomed to extinction [12, 51].
In this work, we are interested in the interaction between predator and prey when this is driven by
spatial distribution and propagation features —related to a transport process that favors food searching
events—, and the critical densities that the prey population must achieve in order to survive in the
long term. The starting point of our work is the following Gause type deterministic predator-prey
model first studied in [4]:
dN
dt
= rN
(
1− N
K
)(
N
M
− 1
)
− aNP
P + ahN
;
dP
dt
= e
aNP
P + ahN
− qP.
(1)
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Here N = N(t) and P = P (t) are functions of time that represent the population sizes of prey and
predators, respectively, provided that P + ahN > 0. The main ingredients of (1) are a strong Allee
effect on prey and a ratio-dependent functional response. Let us give a brief overview of these two
features. The Allee effect [56] is a phenomenon that may affect a species at low population densities,
sometimes even related to the emergence of extinction risks. At low densities, predators can induce
a phenomenon called the Allee effect by predation affecting the prey species [28, 30]. Under these
unfavorable conditions, some species can have difficulties defending themselves from predators, hiding
or taking anti-predation measures when their population density is low [64, 66]. Another manifestation
of the Allee effect is the difficulty of a species to use cooperation and aggregation tactics in other
strategic activities such as food searching, to resist unfavorable environmental conditions, or to find
mating partners. Hence, while at a low population density, each individual may take advantage of a
higher amount of resources, sometimes this benefit is not as significant as the losses associated with its
small density. The study of the Allee effect can have a massive impact on the dynamics of populations
of many plants and animals [20]. According to the literature, a species can be affected by two main
types of Allee effect. The strong Allee effect is characterized by the presence of a threshold (known as
the Allee threshold). Below this threshold, the population density growth becomes negative, so that
the population becomes prone to extinction [20]. In model (1) we assume that the prey is affected
by a strong Allee effect. This is manifested in the presence of parameter M . Indeed, in the absence
of predators, if the prey population is below the threshold M , we have dN/dt < 0 and, hence, this
species tends to extinction in the long term. Since Allee effect is a phenomenon ocurrying typically
at low population densities, we consider 0 < M  K, where K is the carrying capacity of the prey.
On the other hand, the so-called weak Allee effect describes a scenario in which low-level populations
show a reduced (but positive) per capita growth rate [20]. Hence, a subtle relevant distinction between
these two density-dependent growth rates lies on the fact that the strong Allee effect captures whether
a population critical size is reached. In other words, if the prey population size is exactly the Allee-
threshold parameter value, the prey growth will only be dependent on interaction, as in (1) for instance,
with the predators.
Since the Allee effect is related to population extinction, an understanding of this phenomenon is
very relevant for ecological administration and conservation [56]. Many studies have been carried out in
this regard, as can be seen in [4, 18, 21, 56]. Different models have shown that the Allee effect increases
the risk of population extinction as the Allee threshold rises [56]. When predator-prey interaction is
present —as is the case in (1)—, this imposes a two-dimensional state space for the variables x and
y. In such case, the Allee threshold is typically a one-dimensional object in the (x, y)-plane. Recent
findings reveal that this threshold can be the basin boundary of a positive (coexistence) equilibrium,
or a limit cycle, or a homoclinic orbit [4, 18].
The second feature in (1) is a ratio-dependent functional response. The motivation for this comes
from two well-known paradoxes in Gause type predator-prey models. First, enriching a predator-
prey system causes an increase in the equilibrium density of the predator but not in that of the
prey, destabilizing the community equilibrium; this is known as the paradox of enrichment [57, 42].
Also, in Gause type models there can not exist a stable low prey density equilibrium, also known
as the biological control paradox [14, 48]. One way to deal with these paradoxes is by considering
ratio-dependent functional responses [42]. A generic ratio-dependent functional response depends on
the population density ratio between prey and predators N/P . Some examples of ratio-dependent
functional responses can be formulated by the direct substitution N 7→ N/P in the classic Holling
family of functional responses [22, 36, 37, 61]. In particular, in (1), prey consumption by predators
follows a modified Holling II ratio-dependent functional response. Here, e > 0 is the conversion
efficiency of the predator, h > 0 is the predator handling time, and a > 0 is the maximum per capita
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consumption rate of predators. The remaining parameters in (1) are the prey population natural
intrinsic growth rate r > 0, and the predator natural mortality rate q > 0.
To consider a ratio-dependent functional response has a number of additional advantages. According
to animal ecologists, ratio-dependent models are more suitable for predator-prey interactions where
predation involves a searching process [11, 34, 42]. Moreover, the empirical evidence suggests that
the ratio-dependent modelling approach produces more realistic dynamics from a biological point of
view [8, 10, 14].
Model (1) presents the technical difficulty of not being well-defined at the origin (N,P ) = (0, 0). A
usual technique to deal with this problem is to continuously extend the system to one which is well
defined at this point [4, 5, 6, 29]. This can be achieved by applying the following transformation and
defining new parameters:
(u, v, τ) :=
(
N
K
,
P
ahK
,
rK(1 + ah)
M(P + ahN)
t
)
, (α, β, γ,m) :=
(
aM
rK
,
eM
rhK
,
qM
rK
,
M
K
)
.
In this way we obtain 
du
dt
= u(u−m)(1− u)(u+ v)− αuv,
dv
dt
= βuv − γv(u+ v),
(2)
where u = u(t) and v = v(t) represent rescaled population sizes of prey and predators, respectively, and
we have renamed τ 7→ t once again for notation convenience. System (2) represents a C∞-qualitatively
equivalent polynomial extension of (1): it is C∞-qualitatively equivalent to (1) whenever (P,N) 6=
(0, 0) and, it is well-defined at the origin. In [4], the authors sought to explain the consequences
of the (dis)appearance of limit cycles, homoclinic orbits, and heteroclinic connections in the global
arrangement of the phase plane near a Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation. In particular, they point out that
the Allee threshold in the two-dimensional system is given as the boundary of the basin of attraction
of an attracting positive equilibrium, and they determine conditions for mutual extinction or survival
of the populations.
On the other hand, the spatial component of ecological interactions has been identified as a signifi-
cant factor in the behavior of communities [31, 50, 51]. For instance, breaking symmetry features are
usually found in ratio-dependent models that take into account certain heterogeneous spatial popula-
tion distributions, (see e.g. [9]). We consider that even though individuals may follow a simple random
motion, the population however may behave as a whole in a deterministic way. Such a property yields
to a transport process that can be understood from a mean-field viewpoint; that is, the population
transport dynamics is captured by the Fokker-Planck equation, which in the simplest version particu-
larly accounts for a standard diffusion process; see [52, 53]. Recent studies have considered different
spatial phenomena in population dynamics, such as propagation and migration [17, 44]. These have
led to obtaining a solid argument that highlights the relevance of their study by finding traveling wave
solutions that move in space, preserving their shape as time passes [46, 47, 59]. This kind of solutions
emerges as a suitable mathematical approach to describe wave-like spatial movement of populations.
Evidence of this type of behavior has been found in several models used to model pest outbreaks,
chemical concentration, colonization of a space region by a population, spatial dispersal of epidemics,
etc.; see, for instance, the textbooks [50, 51] and the references therein. Typically, traveling waves
represent spatiotemporal transitions from one homogeneous steady state to another one, or to itself;
see [38, 46, 51, 65]. Moreover, recent evidence indicates that multi-year periodic traveling waves can
also be found [59]. Following this motivation, we consider an extension of (2) by taking into account a
diffusion transport process on both populations. In so doing, we obtain the following reaction-diffusion
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system: {
ut = D1uxx + u(u−m)(1− u)(u+ v)− αuv ,
vt = D2vxx + βuv − γv(u+ v) ,
(3)
where partial derivatives short notation is used: wt = ∂w/∂t and wxx = ∂
2w/∂x2. In (3), x ∈ [−L,L] is
the spatial variable and the characteristic length of the predator-prey interaction domain is assumed to
be such that L→∞ as this sort of solutions are known to arise in systems as (3) (see e.g. [15, 49, 45]);
t > 0 remains the temporal independent variable, and diffusion rates D1, D2 > 0 correspond to
population mobilities which are a measure of the spatial dispersion efficiency of prey and predators,
respectively [51].
Typically, the mathematical analysis to find traveling wave solutions involves the reduction of the
reaction-diffusion equations into a system of ordinary differential equations in which one searches for
heteroclinic or homoclinic orbits. However, the problem of obtaining these connecting orbits and asso-
ciated global (un)stable manifolds is a challenging task. Moreover, the type of solutions are determined
by the geometry of the spatial domain and whether boundary conditions in system (3) are Neumann,
Dirichlet or periodic. Nonetheless, with the exception of a few concrete examples (see, e.g., [38]), in
general, there are no analytical expressions for homoclinic orbits or nonlocal normal forms. Hence, it is
frequent to make use of reductions to Poincare´ maps in suitable cross sections or numerical techniques
to obtain them; see [60, 67] as examples of this kind of analysis in the context of insect dispersal.
Today, homoclinic and heteroclinic orbits can readily be computed and continued with software pack-
ages like Auto [25] (with its extension HomCont [16]) and Matcont [23] with high accuracy. In
addition, one can locate homoclinic and heteroclinic connections as intersections of global invariant
manifolds. This can be achieved by direct computation and inspection of the manifolds [2, 7] or by
setting additional techniques such as Lin’s method [39]. While one-dimensional invariant manifolds
can be approximated using straightforward integration from a given initial condition, the computation
of higher-dimensional manifolds of equilibria and periodic orbits requires advanced numerical tech-
niques; see for example [1, 32, 40, 41]. Moreover, while some works have dealt with traveling waves
associated with three-dimensional vector fields in population models [47, 60, 67], our problem involves
a four-dimensional phase space, which is as a major challenge. Although the human brain is effi-
cient when capturing depth in flat images of 3-dimensional objects, this ability is not as effective in
higher dimensions [19, 54]. When trying to visualize objects in a 4D phase space —such as invariant
manifolds—, standard projections may give rise to false intersections between them. These artifacts
due to projections must be detected and differentiated from real intersections to ensure or discard the
existence of homoclinic or heteroclinic connections. To do so, we make extensive use of dynamical
systems theory and topological arguments to justify our findings.
With a strategic combination of invariant manifold analysis and bifurcation theory we find the
traveling wave solutions identifying each of them as a specific heteroclinic/homoclinic connection or
a periodic orbit in the four-dimensional phase space. We classify these solutions into 12 different
classes depending on the topological type of the associated orbit. We also determine conditions on the
model parameters so that there is such a particular kind of solution and identify homoclinic chaotic
dynamics as one of the sources of complicated behaviour. All in all, this collection of dynamical objects
represent desired wave fronts, wave pulses and wave trains, corresponding to bounded solutions of (3)
which ensure survival of both populations in the long term.
This paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents some preliminary results and background.
Local analysis near steady states is included in section 3, while the bifurcation analysis is presented
in section 4. Wave pulses, wave trains and wave fronts are discussed in sections 5, 6 and 7, respec-
tively. Section 8 presents a description of the multiple wave fronts found near a focus-focus homoclinic
bifurcation. Section 9 discussed the influence of the propagation speed and the diffusion ratio on the
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occurrence of the different wave pulses. Section 10 analyzes the existence of traveling fronts for the
prey population in the absence of predators. Finally, section 11 presents a summary and discussion of
the main results. In addition, in the Appendix A, we briefly review the method we used to obtain the
global two-dimensional manifolds.
2. Model reduction, definitions and notation
For future convenience, the first step to study traveling wave solutions in (3) is to make a time
rescaling and a change of parameters given, respectively, by
t→ D2t, (d, s, b, g, a,m) =
(
D1
D2
,
1
D2
, sβ, sγ, sα,m
)
∈ R5+×]0, 1[.(4)
Thus, we can write system (3), equivalently, as{
ut = duxx + su(u−m)(1− u)(u+ v)− auv;
vt = vxx + buv − gv(u+ v).
(5)
Here, d = D1/D2 represents the ratio of diffusion rates of prey and predators, respectively, and appears
as an explicit parameter in (5). If d > 1 (resp. d < 1), prey individuals are more (resp. less) efficient
to disperse in space compared to the predators.
We now consider the so-called wave variable z := x+ ct, where c > 0 is the wave speed and we look
for solutions of (5) of the form U(z) = u(x, t), V (z) = v(x, t). Applying the chain rule and substituting
this into (5), we obtain the following set of second order ordinary differential equations
c
dU
dz
= d
d2U
dz2
+ sU(U −m)(1− U)(U + V )− aUV ;
c
dV
dz
=
d2V
dz2
+ bUV − gV (U + V ).
(6)
Naming the auxiliary variables W = dU/dz and R = dV/dz, system (6) can be expressed equiva-
lently as the vector field
X :

dU
dz
= W,
dV
dz
= R,
dW
dz
=
1
d
(cW − sU(U −m)(1− U)(U + V ) + aUV ) ,
dR
dz
= cR− bUV + gV (U + V ).
(7)
The biologically relevant region of the four-dimensional phase space of (7) is the set Ω = {(U, V,W,R) ∈
R4 : U ≥ 0, V ≥ 0}. A traveling wave of (5) is any bounded solution of the system (7) contained in
the realistic domain Ω. These solutions are functions that “travel” in space, preserving their form as
time goes by. A sketch of a traveling wave moving to the left with speed c > 0 as time increases is
depicted in figure 1.
As we need to find bounded solutions of the system (7), we focus our attention on three special
types of traveling waves: wave pulses, wave fronts, and wave trains [38]. Typically, pulses and fronts
are associated with homoclinic and heteroclinic orbits, respectively, in the reduced ODE system (such
as (7)). In turn, wave trains correspond to periodic orbits of the associated ODE system.
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Figure 1. Sketch of the spatial propagation of a traveling wave solution, with c > 0.
2.1. Pulses and fronts as homoclinic and heteroclinc orbits. An orbit of the vector field (7) is
called homoclinic if it connects an equilibrium to itself converging to this point as the orbit parameter
z → ±∞. Figure 2(a) shows an actual homoclinic orbit of (7) found with the method presented later
in section 5. The homoclinic orbit connects the equilibrium point q = (qu, qv, 0, 0) (given explicitly
in section 3) to itself. The time series of U and V associated with this connecting orbit are shown
in figure 2(b) in blue and orange, respectively. The profile of this solution is characterized by a large
deviation (or pulse) in the amplitudes of U and V followed by a convergence back to the resting state.
This corresponds to a wave pulse in the original system (5) that travels from a spatially homoge-
neous stationary solution to itself. Therefore, homoclinic orbits of (7) correspond to wave pulses of
(5).Formally, this wave pulse satisfies for all x ∈ R in (5), and respectively in (7), that
lim
t→±∞(u(t, x), v(t, x)) = (qu, qv) ⇔ limz→±∞ (U(z), V (z),W (z), R(z)) = q .(8)
On the other hand, an orbit is said to be heteroclinic if it converges to different equilibra at each
end z →∞ or z → −∞. Heteroclinic orbits of (7) correspond to wave fronts of (5). Figure 3(a) shows
a heteroclinic orbit connecting equilibrium q to equilibrium p = (pu, pv, 0, 0) (given explicitly below in
section 3). This corresponds to a wave of (5) that makes the transition from one spatially homogeneous
stationary solution to another as is shown in figure 3(b). Formally, this wave front satisfies
lim
t→−∞ (u(t, x), v(t, x)) = (qu, qv), ∀x ∈ R,
lim
t→+∞ (u(t, x), v(t, x)) = (pu, pv), ∀x ∈ R,
 in (5)
⇔
lim
z→−∞(U(z), V (z),W (z), R(z)) = q,
lim
z→+∞(U(z), V (z),W (z), R(z)) = p,
 in (7).
(9)
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V
U
W
(a)
(b)
U
qu
V
qv
z
Figure 2. Profile of a wave pulse. Panel (a) shows a homoclinic orbit which joins the equilibrium q
to itself in the long term, projected onto the UVW space, while panel (b) shows the time series of U
and V associated with this solution in blue and orange, respectively; here, the range of z values in the
horizontal axis is restricted to the interval where the variables U and V develop the pulse. Parameter
values are a = 24, b = 19, g = 1, c = 1, s = 100, m = 0.0463358, and d = 1.3080156.
From (8) and (9), the homoclinic and heteroclinic orbits (and their associated time series) as solu-
tions of (7) are parameterized by z ∈]−∞,∞[. However, for computational procedures, this indepen-
dent variable is rescaled to z ∈]0, 1[ in all our results; see the Appendix A for more details. Moreover,
in figure 2 (and for every other wave pulse shown throughout this paper) we restrict the values of z to
those compact subintervals of ]0, 1[ where the pulses are easier to see.
2.2. Wave trains and periodic orbits. The third kind of wave solution of (5) we are interested in
is wave trains. These solutions correspond to periodic orbits of system (7), as is illustrated in figure 4.
A cycle of (7) is associated with a traveling wave of (5) with a periodic profile in both space and time.
More formally, for every periodic orbit in the domain Ω of (7) there exists T > 0 (called the period)
such that (
u
(
xˆ, tˆ
)
, v
(
xˆ, tˆ
))
= (u(x, t), v(x, t)) in (5),
⇔(10)
(U(zˆ), V (zˆ),W (zˆ), R(zˆ)) = (U(z), V (z),W (z), R(z)) in (7),
where xˆ = x+ αT, tˆ = t+
(1− α)
c
T, zˆ = z + T, and α ∈ [0, 1].
For computational purposes, the period of every periodic orbit of (7) is rescaled to T = 1; see the
Appendix A. In particular, in figure 4 (and for every other wave train shown throughout this paper)
we restrict the values of z to one such period of the cycle.
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p
❄••
q
U V
W
(a) (b)
U
qu
pu
V
pv
qv
z
Figure 3. Profile of a wave front. Panel (a) shows a heteroclinic orbit from q to p, projected onto
the UVW space, while panel (b) shows the time series of U and V associated with the same solution.
Parameter values are the same as in figure 2 except for d = 2.2883206, and c = 0.4372925.
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-4
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0
W
2
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V
9.41
U
0.5240.52359.4 0.5230.52250.522 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
z
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0.5224
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0.5234
0.5236
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9.4
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9.41
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9.42
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9.43
V
V
U
(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Profile of a wave train. Panel (a) shows a periodic orbit projected onto the UVW space,
while panel (b) shows the time series of U and V contained in a (rescaled) period of length 1. Parameter
values are the same as in figure 2 except for d = 1.3107.
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2.3. Invariant manifolds. Homoclinic and heteroclinic orbits in ordinary differential equations —
such as (7)— are intersections of invariant manifolds of equilibria. If all the eigenvalues of the associated
Jacobian matrix at an equilibrium, say x∗, have non-zero real part, we say that x∗ is hyperbolic;
otherwise, it is called non-hyperbolic. In the hyperbolic case, if all the eigenvalues have negative (resp.
positive) real part, the equilibrium is called an attractor (resp. repeller). If x∗ has eigenvalues with
positive and negative real parts, the equilibrium is a saddle. In such case, the stable manifold theorem
[33, 43] ensures the existence of the local stable and unstable manifolds of x∗ defined, respectively, as
W sloc(x
∗) = {y ∈ N : ϕz(y)→ x∗ when z →∞, and ϕz(y) ∈ N, ∀z ≥ 0},
Wuloc(x
∗) = {y ∈ N : ϕz(y)→ x∗ when z → −∞, and ϕz(y) ∈ N, ∀z ≤ 0},
where N is a neighborhood of x∗. In our particular case, ϕz is the flow of the vector field (7), where the
orbits are parameterized by the independent variable z. The sets W sloc(x
∗) and Wuloc(x
∗) are inmersed,
smooth manifolds tangent at x∗ to the eigenspaces Es(x∗) and Eu(x∗), respectively. Moreover, the
dimension of W sloc(x
∗) (resp. Wuloc(x
∗)) is the same as that of Es(x∗) (resp. Eu(x∗)). That is,
dimW sloc(x
∗) (resp. dimWuloc(x
∗)) is the number of eigenvalues with negative (resp. positive) real part.
By extending W sloc(x
∗) and Wuloc(x
∗) by the flow ϕz we obtain the global stable and unstable manifolds
given, respectively, by
W s(x∗) = {y ∈ R4 : ϕz(y)→ x∗ as z →∞},
Wu(x∗) = {y ∈ R4 : ϕz(y)→ x∗ as z → −∞}.
In the example of figure 2, the homoclinic connection is an orbit in Wu(q) which comes back to q
along the stable manifold W s(q), i.e., it is in the intersection Wu(q)∩W s(q). Furthermore, in figure 3,
the heteroclinic connection is an orbit in Wu(q) which moves away from q, but it is also contained in
W s(p) and, hence, heads toward p. That is, this heteroclinic orbit lies in Wu(q) ∩W s(p).
On the other hand, if x∗ is a non-hyperbolic equilibrium, there is a locally invariant manifold,
denoted as W c(x∗), and known as the center manifold. The manifold W c(x∗) is tangent at x∗ to the
eigenspace Ec(x∗) and dim W c(x∗) = dim Ec(x∗), and captures the essential long term dynamics in
a neighbourhood of x∗; we refer to [33] for more details.
3. Local analysis
System (7) has at most five equilibrium points in the domain Ω, which are given by p0 = (0, 0, 0, 0),
pm = (m, 0, 0, 0), p1 = (1, 0, 0, 0), p = (pu, pv, 0, 0), and q = (qu, qv, 0, 0), where
qu =
bs(1 +m) +
√
bs∆
2bs
,(11a)
qv =
(b− g)
g
qu,(11b)
pu =
bs(1 +m)−√bs∆
2bs
,(11c)
pv =
(b− g)
g
pu,(11d)
provided ∆ = bs(m − 1)2 − 4a(b − g) ≥ 0 and qu, qv, pu, pv ≥ 0. Under these conditions, we have the
following result on the stability of p0, pm and p1:
Proposition 1. Let us consider the quantities
∆1m := c
2 + 4(g − b)m, ∆2m := c2 − 4d(1−m)m2s.
Then, system (7) satisfies the following statements:
(1) p0 is an unstable non-hyperbolic equilibrium, with dim(W
u(p0)) = 2 and dim(W
c(p0)) = 2.
(2) If b < g, then pm and p1 are hyperbolic saddles, with dim(W
s(pm)) = 1, dim(W
u(pm)) = 3,
dim(W s(p1)) = 2 and dim(W
u(p1)) = 2.
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(3) If b > g, then pm is a hyperbolic repeller and p1 is a hyperbolic saddle with dim(W
s(p1)) = 1
and dim(Wu(p1)) = 3. In addition, if ∆
1
m > 0 and ∆
2
m > 0, then pm is a repelling node.
Proof. If we denote the vector field (7) as X, its Jacobian matrix evaluated at the points p0, pm and
p1 is given, respectively, by:
DX(p0) =

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0
c
d
0
0 0 0 c
 , DX(pm) =

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
− (1−m)m
2s
d
am
d
c
d
0
0 (g − b)m 0 c
 ,
and DX(p1) =

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(1−m)s
d
a
d
c
d
0
0 g − b 0 c
 .
Denoting by λji the i-th eigenvalue of the equilibrium pj , j ∈ {0, 1,m}, then we see that
λ01,2 = 0,
λ03 =
c
d
> 0,
λ04 = c > 0.

λm1,2 =
c±√∆1m
2
,
λm3,4 =
c±√∆2m
2d
,

λ11,2 =
c±√c2 + 4(g − b)
2
,
λ13,4 =
c±√c2 + 4d(1−m)s
2d
.
Since DX(p0) has two zero and two positive eigenvalues, then p0 is an unstable non-hyperbolic equi-
librium. The remaining statements are direct consequences of the Hartman-Grobman theorem [33]
and the stable manifold theorem. As for pm, since 0 < m < 1, then ∆
2
m = c
2 − 4d(1 −m)m2s < c2.
Furthermore, if b < g, then ∆1m = c
2 + 4(g − b)m > c2. Thus we have that
λm1 =
c+
√
∆1m
2
> 0, λm2 =
c−√∆1m
2
< 0, Re(λm3,4) > 0,
which implies the desired result. On the other hand, if b > g, then ∆1m < c
2, which implies that
λm2 > 0. In the particular case that b > g, ∆
1
m > 0 and ∆
2
m > 0, the eigenvalues λ
m
3,4 of DX(pm)
become real and positive and, hence, pm is a repelling node. Similarly, a sign analysis of the eigenvalues
of DX(p1) reveals the stability of p1 and the dimensions of its invariant manifolds.  
Proposition 2. If b > g and ∆ > 0, then both equilibria p and q of (7) are in the domain Ω.
Proof. It is immediate to see that if ∆ > 0, then p and q exist and are different. To see that p,q ∈ Ω,
note that if b > g and ∆ > 0, then
bsm > −a(b− g)
⇔ 2bsm > −4a(b− g)− 2bsm
⇔ bs(m2 + 2m+ 1) > −4a(b− g) + bs(m2 − 2m+ 1)
⇔ b2s2(1 +m)2 > bs∆
⇔ bs(1 +m) >
√
bs∆
⇔ qu > pu > 0.
Finally, since qv = (b− g)qu/g and pv = (b− g)pv/g, the result follows.  
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To perform a stability analysis of the equilibria p and q by standard methods is a challenging task.
Indeed, the Jacobian matrix of X evaluated at p and q are given, respectively, by
DX(p) =

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
a31 a32
c
d
0
a41 a42 0 c
 and DX(q) =

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
b31 b32
c
d
0
b41 b42 0 c
 ,
where
a31 =
2a
(
bg + g2 − 2b2)+ b(b(m− 1)2s− (m+ 1)√bs∆)
2bdg
pu,
b31 =
2a
(
bg + g2 − 2b2)+ b(b(m− 1)2s+ (m+ 1)√bs∆)
2bdg
qu,
and
a32 =
ag
bd
pu, a41 = −(b− g)pv, a42 = (b− g)pu.
b32 =
ag
bd
qu, b41 = −(b− g)qv, b42 = (b− g)qu.
Hence, the computation of analytic expressions for the eigenvalues of DX(p) and DX(q) turns out
to be a cumbersome goal. However, direct inspection of equilibrium coordinates reveals evidence of
some local bifurcations. If b = g, then from (11) we have qv = pv = 0, qu = 1, and pu = m, since
bs(1 +m)±√b2s2(m− 1)2
2bs
=
bs(1 +m)± bs(1−m)
2bs
=
1 +m± (1−m)
2
.
This implies that q = p1 and p = pm. Since, according to Lemma 1, there is a stability change for p1
and pm when b = g, this is an indication of a transcritical bifurcation. The equilibrium points q and
p1 collide and interchange their stability when b = g; a similar statement follows for p and pm. On the
other hand, if ∆ = 0, then qu = pu and qv = pv, so that q = p. Since these two equilibria exist only
if ∆ > 0, this is evidence of a saddle-node (or fold) bifurcation of equilibrium points. Formal proofs
for these statements require the reduction of (7) into a one-parameter family of center manifolds on
each case, followed by verification of certain genericity conditions; we refer to [33, 43] for more details.
However, we opt to omit these proofs in favor of a focus on the analysis of global bifurcations in (7)
and the emergence of traveling waves in (5).
4. Bifurcation analysis
In this section we present a bifurcation analysis of (7) performed with the standard continuation
package Auto. As a starting point we consider parameters a = 24, b = 19, g = 1 and s = 100 fixed
throughout this section and let d and m to slowly vary. The fixed values of a, b, g and s correspond to
those in [4] after the transformation (4). Moreover, we take the initial value c = 1 for the wave speed
in (7) for a first analysis. Later in Section 9, we let c to vary in order to capture its influence on the
existence and properties of the wave solutions.
The resulting bifurcation scenario in the (m, d)-plane is shown in figure 5. Of special importance for
us are the curves hp and hq which represent homoclinic bifurcations to p and q, respectively. The curve
hp is divided into two segments (labeled as h
c
p and h
s
p, respectively) by a codimension two Belyakov
homoclinic point, labeled as B. The right-hand side endpoints of both hcp and hq (marked with ×)
correspond to the last points where we could obtain convergence of the computed solutions with Auto.
We will address the details and consequences of these homoclinic bifurcations in section 5.
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Figure 5. Bifurcation diagram of (7) in the (m.d)-plane space. Parameter values are the same as in
figure 2.
Let us continue with an inspection of the other elements in figure 5. The first of these remaining
ingredients is a curve of Hopf bifurcation at the equilibrium p. This bifurcation curve is divided into
two segments. The first one is a segment of supercritical Hopf bifurcation, labeled as H−p ; the other one
is a segment of subcritical Hopf bifurcation, labeled as H+p . The curve H
−
p meets a Fold bifurcation
curve F in a quadratic tangency at a codimension two Zero-Hopf bifurcation point, labeled as ZH. The
separation between the curves H−p and H
+
p occurs at a codimension two generalized Hopf bifurcation
point located very close to the ZH point; we choose not to label this generalized Hopf point in figure 5
to avoid an overlapping with the ZH point. The curve labeled as PD corresponds to a period doubling
bifurcation while NS is a Neimark-Sacker (or torus) bifurcation curve. These two curves meet at a
codimension two strong resonant point R2. The horizontal dotted line in figure 5 corresponds to d = 1
(or equivalently, D1 = D2 in (3)). While this line does not represent any bifurcation, it is useful to
distinguish the phenomena encountered above it from that which occurs below it. Indeed, one must
remember that if d > 1 (resp. d < 1), then prey have a higher (resp. lower) diffusion rate than
predators.
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The bifurcation curves in figure 5 divide the (m, d)-plane into the open regions I-VIII. Region VIII is
bounded to the left by the curve F , while I is delimited to its right by F , and below by H−p . Region II
is surrounded by the curves H−p , NS, and PD; while region III is enclosed by the curves PD, h
+
p , and
hq. Furthermore, region IV is bounded by the segments hq, h
+
p , and PD, while region V is surrounded
by the curves PD, h−p , and h
+
p . Finally, region VI is enclosed by the curves h
−
p , h
+
p , PD, NS, and
H+p , while region VII is delimited to the right by the curve F and above by H
+
p .
It is relevant to note that the fold curve F corresponds to ∆ = 0 in section 3. Hence, equilibrium
points p and q exist on the left-hand side of the F curve (regions I-VII). In particular, if (m, d) ∈ I,
both equilibria are hyperbolic. If (m, d) passes through the supercritical Hopf bifurcation curve H−p
from region I towards region II, a limit cycle branches out from p. While the Hopf bifurcation is
supercritical, this criticality is restricted only to a suitable two-dimensional center manifold where the
bifurcation takes place [33, 43]; the resulting periodic orbit in R4 is, in fact, of saddle type in region II.
The stability properties of this cycle remain unchanged until this orbit undergoes a period doubling
bifurcation when (m, d) ∈ PD. This periodic orbit faces a number of further bifurcations (not shown
in figure 5) as the point (m, d) moves towards the curve hq where it gives rise to a homoclinic orbit.
We will address this transitions again in section 6. On the other hand, if the point (m, d) crosses the
NS curve from region II into region VI, an invariant torus bifurcates as a periodic orbit undergoes a
Neimark-Sacker bifurcation.
Our bifurcation diagram in figure 5 is just partially complete. Other codimension two strong reso-
nances can be found along the NS bifurcation curve. Although the complete bifurcation diagram near
these bifurcation points is yet to be known in its full complexity, one should expect the appearance
of chaotic behavior when the point (m, d) is in a neighborhood of the NS curve; for further details,
see [43]. Furthermore, bifurcation theory tells us that there is an infinite number of bifurcation curves
in neighborhoods of both points B and R2. However, the full bifurcation picture near each of these
points is not fully known from a theoretical point of view [43]. (We will address the complex dynamics
that emerges due to the point B in section 5 below).
5. Homoclinic bifurcations, wave pulses, and chaos
Figure 6 shows three different homoclinic orbits to the equilibrium p in the left-hand side column,
and their respective time series in the right-hand side column. The values of parameters (m, d) for each
case correspond to those marked as ♦,  and × along the curve hp in figure 5. In the left-hand side
column of figure 6, the homoclinic trajectories develop a rotational movement near p before making
a large excursion and returning to p; see the sequence of panels (a1)-(b1)-(c1). The amplitude of
these oscillations increases as the point (m, d) moves to the right along the curve hp. As a result, the
corresponding wave pulses in panels (a2)-(b2)-(c2) feature an initial transient with increasingly larger
oscillations —as (m, d) moves to the right along hp— around the equilibrium values; in each case, this
culminates in a large pulse before decaying back to the rest state. Indeed, the initial pattern of smaller
amplitude oscillations of each wave takes most of a long interval of values of z ∈]0, 1[ (i.e, it is a “slow”
build-up in terms of z); while the large amplitude pulse occurs in a smaller interval (of order 10−4)
of parameter z (i.e, a “fast” discharge). Further, notice that both populations tend to increase and
decrease their densities simultaneously along any given traveling pulse.
The existence of the homoclinic orbit to p implies the presence of chaotic dynamics. Let us now state
the main reasons for this claim. For any (m, d) in a neighbourhood of the curve hp, the linearization of
(7) at the equilibrium p has one (stable) eigenvalue λs < 0 and three (unstable) eigenvalues λu1,2 ∈ C,
and λu3 > 0. In particular, λ
u
1,2 are complex conjugate with positive real part Re(λ
u
1,2) > 0. The
equilibrium p is called a saddle-focus. Figure 7 shows all the possible values of the eigenvalues of p
(in the complex plane) along the computed segment of the homoclinic bifurcation curve hp. Namely,
as parameters (m, d) are allowed to vary along the computed segment of the curve hp in figure 5, each
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Figure 6. Homoclinic orbits to the equilibrium p along the bifurcation curve hp. Parameter values
are (m, d) = (0.0463361, 0.8740509) in panels (a1)-(a2), (m, d) = (0.0463364, 1.0390163) in panels (b1)-
(b2), and (m, d) = (0.0463366, 1.2995479) in panels (c1)-(c2). The other parameters values are the
same as in figure 2.
eigenvalue of p traces out a curve segment whose plots are shown in figure 7. Among the unstable
eigenvalues, the pair λu1,2 are the closest to the imaginary axis Re(λ) = 0; hence, we say that λ
u
1,2
are the leading unstable eigenvalues. In this setting, if we define the so-called saddle quantity as
σ1 = λ
s + Re(λu1,2), Shilnikov’s theorems [33, 43] state that if σ1 > 0, the homoclinic bifurcation
is simple or mild. In this simple Shilnikov homoclinic bifurcation, a single (repelling) periodic orbit
bifurcates from the homoclinic orbit on one side of the curve hp. On the other hand, if σ1 < 0, the
homoclinic bifurcation is chaotic and gives rise to a wide range of complicated behaviour in phase
space. More specifically, one can find horseshoe dynamics in return maps defined in a neighbourhood
of the homoclinic orbit. The suspension of the Smale horsehoes forms a hyperbolic invariant chaotic
set which contains countably many periodic orbits of saddle-type. The horseshoe dynamics is robust
under small parameter perturbations, i.e., the chaotic dynamics persist if the homoclinic connection is
broken; see [33, 43]. The segments labeled as hsp and h
c
p in figure 5 correspond to simple and chaotic
regimes, respectively, and are separated by the Belyakov point B where σ1 = 0 [13]. (Actually, at
(m, d) = B, we have Re(λu1,2) = |λs| ≈ 0.6654466). Likewise, in figure 7, the segments hsp and hcp along
the curves for λu1,2 correspond to σ1 > 0 (simple) and σ1 < 0 (chaotic), respectively, and are separated
by the point labeled as B where σ1 = 0. This same Belyakov transition is shown for the corresponding
λs value as well (and is also labeled as B).
The bifurcation picture near the curve hp in figure 5 is just a partial representation of the full
complexity one may encounter in this region of parameter space. Indeed, the saddle periodic orbits
associated with the invariant chaotic set may also undergo further bifurcations such as period-doubling
and torus bifurcations [33, 43]. Moreover, the presence of the chaotic hcp bifurcation and that of the
Belyakov point B imply a very complicated structure (not shown) of infinitely many saddle-node and
period-doubling bifurcations of periodic orbits as well as of subsidiary n-homoclinic orbits. Figure 8
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Figure 7. Eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix DX(p) continued for every (m, d) along the homoclinic
bifurcation curve hp in figure 5.
shows a 2-homoclinic orbit to p (in panel (a1)) and a 4-homoclinic orbit to p (in panel (b1)), as well
as their corresponding time series in panels (a2) and (b2), respectively. In general, n-homoclinic orbits
are characterized by making n − 1 close passes near the equilibrium before closing up to form the
connection; see panels (a1) and (b1). As a consequence, the corresponding traveling wave develops n
pulses before setting down to the steady state values; see the 2-pulse and 4-pulse waves in panels (a1)
and (b1), respectively. Moreover, for each of these subsidiary n-homoclinic orbits, the system exhibits
horseshoe dynamics and chaos as in the original homoclinic scenario.
As for the homoclinic bifurcation hq at the equilibrium q, the associated Jacobian matrix of (7)
at q has a pair of complex-conjugate stable eigenvalues µs1,2 ∈ C and a pair of complex-conjugate
unstable eigenvalues µu1,2 ∈ C, with Re(µs1,2) < 0 and Re(µu1,2) > 0. The structure of the eigenvalues
of q as a function of (m, d) ∈ hq is shown in figure 9. We say that q is a focus-focus or bi-focus. The
resulting homoclinic orbit Γq features a spiral-type convergence to q as z → ±∞. Figure 10 shows
three different examples of such homoclinic orbit in the left column, and their respective time series
in the right one. The values of parameters (m, d) for each case correspond to those marked as ♦,
 and × along the curve hq in figure 5. In the left-hand side column of figure 10, the amplitude of
the oscillations increases as the point (m, d) moves to the right along the curve hq. As a result, the
corresponding wave pulses in panels (a2)-(b2)-(c2) develop more oscillations —as (m, d) moves to the
right along hq— before converging to the equilibrium values as z → ∞. The spirals and oscillations
that are visible in panels (a1)-(b1)-(c1) and in panels (a2)-(b2)-(c2), respectively, are associated with
the stable eigenvalues µs1,2 of q. There is another set of oscillations as z → −∞ which are associated
with the unstable eigenvalues µu1,2; however, since Im(µ
u
1,2) < Im(µ
s
1,2) (see figure 9 again), these spirals
are relatively less pronounced and hard to see in figure 10. Nevertheless, like the case of the homoclinic
orbit to p, here both populations tend to increase and decrease their densities simultaneously along
any given traveling pulse.
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Figure 8. Panel (a1) shows Γ2p, the 2-homoclinic orbit to p, while panel (a2) shows its time se-
ries of U and V associated with Γ2p. Similarly, panels (b1)-(b2) show a 2-homoclinic orbit and
its associated 4-pulse wave, respectively. Parameter values are the same as in figure 2 except for
(m, d) = (0.0463361, 1.1533894) in panels (a1)-(a2) and (m, d) = (0.0463365, 1.1683875) in panels
(b1)-(b2).
The homoclinic bifurcation at the focus-focus equilibrium q induces chaotic dynamics for every
(m, d) ∈ hq. Indeed, the presence of the homoclinic orbit Γq to a focus-focus equilibrium is accompanied
by horseshoe dynamics in cross sections near Γq and, hence, an infinite number of saddle periodic
orbits in a neighbourhood of Γq [43, 55]. Furthermore, in this setting, the saddle quantity is defined
as σ2 = Re(µ
s
1,2) + Re(µ
u
1,2). Since σ2 > 0 for every (m, d) ∈ hq, it follows that there are no stable
periodic orbits near Γq [27, 38].
In sum, any solution in a neighborhood of either Γp (in the chaotic case) or Γq tends to behave
erratically and presents sensitive dependence to initial conditions. The corresponding orbit in the
four-dimensional phase space of (7) spends a long transient visiting a strange hyperbolic invariant set
before converging to an attractor. Hence, any bounded solution of (7) passing near either Γp (in the
hcp side of the bifurcation) or Γq is associated with a chaotic traveling wave, making spatial population
dynamics to behave in an unpredictable way [55].
Figure 11(a) shows both homoclinic orbits Γp and Γq coexisting in phase space, while figures 11(b1)
and 11(b2) show the time series of U and V associated with either trajectory. This special configura-
tion occurs when the bifurcation curves hcp and hq cross each other at (m, d) ≈ (0.046336476, 1.11668);
see the bifurcation diagram of figure 5). While this intersection point is not a new bifurcation, at
these parameter values both classes of homoclinic orbits, Γq and Γp, coexist in phase space. Moreover,
one obtains the coexistence of both chaotic invariant sets (each associated with one of the homo-
clinic trajectories) and, hence, the corresponding erratic behaviour and sensitive dependence on initial
conditions of nearby solutions.
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4 (m, d) of DX(q) continued for every (m, d)
along the homoclinic bifurcation curve hq in figure 5.
6. Periodic orbits and wave trains
In this section we study the limit cycles existing in (7), their bifurcations, and their consequences
for the nature of wave trains.
6.1. Period doubling phenomena. Let us consider the periodic orbit Γ which originates at the
supercritical Hopf bifurcation H−p and track its successive bifurcations as parameter d is decreased
and m = 0.0463358 remains fixed. When (m, d) crosses the PD curve from region II to III, the
cycle Γ undergoes a period doubling bifurcation. As (m, d) enters region III, Γ changes its stability
and a secondary limit cycle Γ2 appears with approximately twice the period of Γ. As parameter d is
further decreased, additional period doubling events occur (not shown in figure 5). This is illustrated
in figure 12. Periodic orbits Γ2, Γ4 and Γ8 of periods 2, 4, and 8 times that of Γ, respectively,
are shown in panels (a1)-(b1)-(c1). Panels (a2)-(b2)-(c2) show one period of the corresponding time
series of U and V . Here the actual periods of the solutions are rescaled to T = 1 for visualization
and computational purposes (We explain more about the numerical method to obtain these periodic
orbits in the Appendix A). As a consequence, as parameter d decreases and system (7) undergoes this
sequence of period doubling bifurcations, the associated wave trains in panels (a2)-(b2)-(c2) display
periodic spatio-temporal patterns with doubling periods.
6.2. Transition from wave trains to wave pulses. It is essential to highlight that when the point
(m, d) crosses the PD curve from region II to region III, the cycle Γ does not disappear but just changes
its stability. Figure 13 shows the graph of the period T of this cycle as a function of d. The bifurcation
curve oscillates around the critical value d∗ = 1.3080156 for which the homoclinic bifurcation hq to q
occurs. The amplitude of the oscillations decreases rapidly as the homoclinic limit is approached when d
tends to d∗; see [43] and the references therein. Indeed, the “snaking” behavior of the bifurcation curve
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Figure 10. Homoclinic orbits to the equilibrium q along the bifurcation curve hq. Parameter values
are (m, d) = (0.0463362, 1.2091095) in panels (a1)-(a2), (m, d) = (0.0463365, 1.1092036) in panels (b1)-
(b2), and (m, d) = (0.0463366, 1.0724625) in panels (c1)-(c2). The other parameters values are the
same as in figure 2.
is typical of the main branch of periodic orbits near chaotic saddle-focus and focus-focus homoclinic
bifurcations [27, 63]. At each of the infinitely many folds of the curve a pair of periodic orbits is created
via a saddle-node bifurcation of limit cycles. Some of the periodic orbits in this branch may further
undergo period-doubling bifurcations changing their stability along the bifurcation curve. Figure 14
shows three such periodic orbits, labelled as ΓA, ΓB , and ΓC , respectively, corresponding to the points
A, B and C in figure 13 As d approaches d∗, the cycles pass increasingly closer to q (see the sequence of
panels (a1)-(b1)-(c1) in figure 14). As a result, one obtains wave trains which spend longer transients
close to the equilibrium values (see the sequence of panels (a2)-(b2)-(c2) in which the period T of
each cycle is rescaled to 1). Hence, one can think of the homoclinic orbit Γq (and its corresponding
wave pulse) as the limit of this sequence of periodic orbits (resp. wave trains) of increasing period as
d → d∗. Furthermore, each of the periodic orbits bifurcated from the period doubling phenomena in
subsection 6.1 may also increase their periods and undergo a convergence to n-homoclinic orbits in
a similar fashion. Some of these secondary homoclinic bifurcations are mentioned before in section 5
and shown in figure 8.
7. Heteroclinic connections and wave fronts
Figure 15(a) shows a heteroclinic orbit, labeled as Γq,p, obtained for (m, d) = (0.0463358, 2.4) in
region I. The heteroclinic connection is oriented from q to p as parameter z —that which parameterizes
the curve— is increased. The resulting time series are shown in figure 15(b) and they correspond
to a wave front traveling from the steady state q that decays exponentially to p in synchronized
oscillatory fashion. This non-monotonic behavior is explained by the presence of a pair of stable
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Figure 11. Panel (a) shows a projection of Γs and Γp onto the UVW space, when (m, d) ≈
(0.046336476, 1.11668) ∈ hcp ∩ hq. Meanwhile, panel (b1) (resp. (b2)) shows the time series of U
and V rendered in different color tones, associated with Γs (resp. Γp). The other parameter values are
the same as in figure 2.
complex-conjugate eigenvalues (with negative real part) of p when parameters (m, d) are in region I.
The connecting orbit Γq,p ⊂ W s(p) ∩Wu(q) lies in the intersection of the global invariant manifolds
W s(p) and Wu(q). Namely, Γq,p is contained in the two-dimensional unstable manifold W
u(q) —
computed with the method in the Appendix A, and represented in figure 15(a) as a transparent red
surface— and approaches p along its three-dimensional stable manifold W s(p). Moreover, since W s(p)
and Wu(q) are, respectively, three and two-dimensional immersed smooth manifolds in R4, it follows
that the intersection W s(p) ∩Wu(q) is transverse [35]. As a consequence, the heteroclinic orbit Γq,p
and, hence, its associated wave front persist under small parameter variations. Under small changes
to the parameter values in region I, the resulting wave front may vary the amplitude of its oscillations
and the actual asymptotic values, but the qualitative behavior of the traveling front remains unaltered
throughout.
As parameter (m, d) crosses the H−p curve from region I to region II, a pair of stable eigenvalues
of p cross the imaginary axis and become unstable; in the process, a limit cycle branches from p
in a supercritical Hopf bifurcation. Hence, in region II, W s(p) is a one-dimensional manifold and
the connection Γq,p does not exist. Rather, it is replaced by a heteroclinic orbit that joins q to
the bifurcated cycle. Figure 16(a) shows the bifurcated periodic orbit, labeled as γ after (m, d) has
entered region II from region I. The unstable manifold Wu(q) rolls up around γ and intersects the
three-dimensional stable manifold W s(γ) transversally along a heteroclinic orbit, labeled as Γq,γ . This
heteroclinic connection is associated with the traveling wave shown in figure 16(b); this is a front
transitioning from the steady state at q into a periodic pattern around p. The heteroclinic orbit Γq,γ
(and its traveling front) is preserved in an open subset of region II, and it disappears when (m, d)
crosses the PD curve towards region III as γ loses its stability in a period doubling bifurcation.
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Figure 12. The different periodic orbits (panels (a1), (b1) and (c1)) and associated wave trains
(panels (a2), (b2) and (c2)) emerging from successive period doubling bifurcations. While the periods
in the time series are uniformly rescaled to 1 for computational purposes, the actual periods of the
cycles are T = 12.1829 for Γ2, T = 24.3659 for Γ4, and T = 48.7318 for Γ8. Parameter values are
d = 1.469369 (in panels (a)), d = 1.4607309 (in panels (b)), and d = 1.4590971 (in panels (c)), with
m = 0.0463362 fixed. The other parameters as are as in figure 2.
If (m, d) is in an open subset of regions III, IV, and V, one can find a wave front traveling from p
to q. This front travels in the opposite direction to that in figure 15 and, hence, it corresponds to a
third kind of wave. The wave front traveling from p to q is shown in figure 17(b). The wave begins at
the steady state p with oscillations of increasing amplitude until it settles at q. This front corresponds
to an intersection of the manifolds W s(q) and Wu(p) forming a heteroclinic orbit in the phase space
of (7); figure 17(a) shows the heteroclinic orbit (labelled as Γp,q) and the two-dimensional manifold
W s(q) of q as a transparent blue surface. The connection Γp,q is an orbit in the three dimensional
unstable manifold Wu(p) which lies on W s(q) to converge to q.
8. Multiple wave fronts at the focus-focus homoclinic bifurcation
In section 5 we described the complicated dynamics that can be found near the focus-focus ho-
moclinic bifurcation Γq when (m, d) ∈ hq. One of the consequences of this fact is the appearance of
multiple wave fronts of type Γp,q (described in section 7) which coexist with the main wave pulse Γq.
We explain this finding here by direct, close inspection of the invariant manifolds involved.
Figure 18 shows the projection ofW s(q) onto the UVW space, when (m, d) ≈ (0.0463358, 1.3080156) ∈
hq. Also shown is the homoclinic orbit Γq (red curve). The two-dimensional manifoldW
s(q) is rendered
as a transparent blue surface. Some orbits in W s(q) lie in the three-dimensional unstable manifold
Wu(p) forming heteroclinic connections. In our computations, we detected seven heteroclinic orbits
contained in Wu(p) ∩W s(q); the method to detect them is explained in the Appendix A. Most of
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Figure 13. Bifurcation curve of the period T of periodic orbits with respect to d, near the homoclinic
bifurcation at p. Here m = 0.0463358 is fixed and the other parameters as are as in figure 2.
these heteroclinic connections are very close to one another and very hard to distinguish from each
other; we show one of them (cyan curve labeled as Γp,q) in figure 18. Each of these seven heteroclinic
orbits correspond to a different wave front traveling from p to q which are present in the system at
the same time. Further, there are also 2- and 3-homoclinic orbits to q in Wu(q) ∩W s(q) coexisting
with the primary homoclinic orbit and the heteroclinic connections in phase space; we opted to not
show these subsidiary homoclinic orbits in figure 18 for visualization purposes. Figure 19(a) shows
the spatial profiles of the prey U associated with the primary wave pulse Γq and the secondary 2- and
3-pulse waves (labeled as Γ2q and Γ
3
q, respectively) associated with the secondary homoclinic orbits. In
turn, figure 19(b) shows three representative traveling fronts associated with the family of heteroclinic
orbits in phase space. The existence of these families of wave fronts when (m, d) ∈ hq indicates that
there must be a sequence of associated global bifurcations as (m, d) approaches the hq curve. At
each of these bifurcation events, the manifolds Wu(p) and W s(q) intersect tangentially in R4 along a
(newly created) heteroclinic orbit. As (m, d) moves closer to the hq curve, the intersection becomes
transversal and the heteroclinic orbit persists under small parameter variations. Similar events happen
in the case of the secondary homoclinic orbits with Wu(q) and W s(q) that explain the emergence of
2- and 3-pulse waves as parameters (m, d) approach the hq curve.
9. The influence of propagation speed and diffusion ratio
The study and results reported so far in sections 4–8 were produced with fixed wave speed c = 1.
Here we ask ourselves if there is a minimum wave speed needed for the existence of some of the traveling
waves we have found. To this end, we consider the homoclinic orbits Γp and Γq existing at the curves hp
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Figure 14. The different periodic orbits ΓA, ΓB and ΓC (in panels (a1), (b1) and (c1)) and associated
wave trains (panels (a2), (b2) and (c2)). While the periods in the time series are uniformly rescaled to
1 for computational purposes, the actual periods of the cycles are T = 8.2967 for ΓA, T = 11.4382 for
ΓB , and T = 27.8801 for ΓC . Parameter values are d = 1.2785 (in panels (a)), d = 1.3107 (in panels
(b)), and d = 1.3080 (in panels (c)), with m = 0.0463358 fixed. The other parameters as are as in
figure 2.
and hq, respectively, when m ≈ 0.0463358, and continue them in parameters c and d. Figure 20 shows
the homoclinic bifurcation curves hp and hq in the (c, d)-plane. The existence of both homoclinic orbits
is determined by a positive correlation between the wave speed c and the diffusion ratio d; namely, as
c decreases the wave pulses exist provided d becomes sufficiently small, or equivalently, as the predator
diffusion coefficient grows larger compared to the prey diffusion coefficient.
In the case of hp, the relation between c and d in figure 20 is almost linear for c ≥ 0.1. Indeed
the curve hp can be approximated as d ≈ 0.2925828c + 0.4333269, for 0.1 ≤ c < 1, with a root mean
square error e = 0.00521. In particular, the computed segment of the curve hp is located in the
halfspace d < 1. Hence this kind of pulse wave with small wave speed c < 1 occurs only if the predator
population propagates in a more efficient way than the prey. On the other hand, as c decreases below
0.01, the diffusion ratio d drops abruptly in a non linear way in the form d = O(c1/2); see figure 20(c).
As c is further decreased, the continuation procedure loses precision and the last point where we get
convergence of the numerical scheme is at cmin = 0.0016767. Figure 21 shows the homoclinic orbit
Γp when (c, d) = (0.0479321, 0.4449391) in panel (a) and its corresponding time series in panel (b).
In panel (a), the orbit Γp performs many low-amplitude turns in W
u
loc(p) before developing the long
excursion. The corresponding wave in panel (b) shows a slow pattern (in terms of z) of small amplitude
oscillations followed by a fast large amplitude pulse in a small interval (of order 10−4) of parameter
z, similar to typical dynamic behaviours with different time scales. Indeed, if the relation d = O(c1/2)
still holds for c→ 0, then both (6) and (7) become singular as c→ 0 and d→ 0; while these systems
in the singular limit may be studied with tools from geometric singular perturbation theory [26], this
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Figure 15. The connecting orbit Γq,p ⊂W s(p)∩Wu(q) lies in the intersection of the global invariant
manifolds W s(p) and Wu(q) in panel (a). In panel (b) the associated wave front travels from the steady
state q and its amplitude decays exponentially fast to p showing oscillations. Parameter values are
(m, d) = (0.0463358, 2.4) and the other parameters remain fixed as in figure 2.
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Figure 16. The connecting orbit Γq,γ ⊂W s(γ)∩Wu(q) lies in the intersection of the global invariant
manifolds W s(γ) and Wu(q) in panel (a). The associated wave front travels from the steady state q
and adopts a periodic behaviour oscillating around the equilibrium values of p in panel (b). Parameter
values are (m, d) = (0.0463358, 1.7) and the other parameters remain fixed as in figure 2.
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Figure 17. The connecting orbit Γp,q ⊂Wu(p)∩W s(q) lies in the intersection of the global invariant
manifolds Wu(p) and W s(q) in panel (a). In panel (b) the associated wave front travels from the steady
state p and its amplitude increases exponentially fast before settling down at q. Parameter values are
(m, d) = (0.0463358, 1.4) and the other parameters remain fixed as in figure 2.
is beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, solutions u(x, t) = U(x+ ct), v(x, t) = V (x+ ct) of (5)
as c → 0 and d = D1/D2 → 0 correspond to stationary waves in which, effectively, only the predator
propagation is observable in the length scale x.
As for the bifurcation curve hq in figure 20(a)-(b), the dependence between c and d is approximately
quadratic. The homoclinic orbit to the focus-focus q exists whenever c and d satisfy d ≈ 0.0437881c2−
0.0016566c + 1.2656854, for 0 ≤ c ≤ 1; the root mean square error of this approximation is e =
6.8 × 10−5. In particular, the computed segment of the curve hq is located in the half-space d > 1.
Hence, this kind of pulse wave with small wave speed c < 1 occurs only if the prey population propagates
in a more efficient way than the predators. Moreover, the numerical evidence suggests that the pulse
wave exists for every c > 0 arbitrarily small, i.e., there is no positive minimum value for the wave
speed c. Indeed, the bifurcation curve hq can be continued down to cmin = 0 with dmin ≈ 1.2656854.
(In particular, the value dmin > 0 prevents (6) and (7) to become singular, unlike the case of hp). In
the limit as c → 0, the resulting wave pulse corresponds to a stationary solution of (5) where both
species propagate with diffusion ratio D1/D2 = dmin.
10. Traveling waves in the absence of the predator
System (7) has two invariant planes given by
ΠU = {(U, V,W,R) ∈ R4 : V = R = 0},
and
ΠV = {(U, V,W,R) ∈ R4 : U = W = 0}.
The two-dimensional planes ΠU and ΠV can be understood as the spaces in which prey or predators,
respectively, are extinct. In particular, the origin p0 ∈ ΠU ∩ΠV . The restriction of (7) to ΠU is given
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Figure 18. The stable manifold W s(q) of q projected onto the UVW space in panel (a) when
(m, d) ≈ (0.0463358, 1.3080156) ∈ hq. The manifold W s(q) contains a family of coexisting heteroclinic
orbits which join the equilibrium p to q as well as the primary focus-focus homoclinic connection Γq
to q. One of such heteroclinic orbits is represented by the trajectory Γp,q. Panels (b) and (c) show
enlargements near the equilibria p and q, respectively. The other parameter values are the same as in
figure 2.
by
XU :

dU
dz
= W,
dW
dz
=
1
d
(
cW − sU2(U −m)(1− U)) . (12)
System (12) has three equilibria: 0 = (0, 0), (m, 0) and (1, 0), which correspond to the restrictions
of p0, pm and p1, respectively, to ΠU . The equilibrium (m, 0) is a hyperbolic repeller and (1, 0) is a
hyperbolic saddle of (12). This result is a direct consequence of Hartman-Grobman theorem. Indeed,
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Figure 19. Spatial profiles of the prey U associated with the wave pulses Γq, Γ
2
q and Γ
3
q in panel
(a); and three representative traveling fronts Γ1p,q, Γ
2
p,q, and Γ
3
p,q in panel (b), when (m, d) ≈
(0.0463358, 1.3080156) ∈ hq. The other parameter values are the same as in figure 2.
the linear part of (12) is given by
DXU (U,W ) =
(
0 1
s
d
(
4U3 − 3(m+ 1)U2 + 2mU) c
d
)
.
Therefore, evaluation of DXU at (m, 0) and (1, 0) is given, respectively, by
DXU (m, 0) =
(
0 1
s
d
m2(m− 1) c
d
)
, DXU (1, 0) =
(
0 1
s
d
(1−m) c
d
)
.
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Figure 20. The homoclinic bifurcation curves hp and hq in the (c, d)-plane in panel (a). Panels (b)
and (c) show enlargements near the curves hq and hp, respectively (the apparently different shape
of each curve is due to the different scales in each plot). Parameter m = 0.0463358 and the other
parameters are as in figure 2.
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Figure 21. The homoclinic orbit Γp to p, when (c, d) = (0.0479321, 0.4449391) in panel (a) and its
wave profile in panel (b). The other parameter values are as in figure 20.
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Furthermore, the eigenvalues of DXU (m, 0) and DXU (1, 0) are given, respectively, by
λm± =
c±√c2 − 4sdm2(1−m)
2d
, λ1± =
c±√c2 + 4sd(1−m)
2d
.
Since 0 < m < 1, then we have c2−4sdm2(1−m) < c2. Therefore, Re(λm± ) > 0 and, hence, this proves
that (m, 0) is a repeller. On the other hand, let us note that c2 + 4sd(1 −m) > c2, so λ1− < 0 < λ1+.
Thus, (1, 0) is a saddle.
In the case of the origin (0, 0) of (12), we have
DXU (0) =
(
0 1
0
c
d
)
,
with associated eigenvalues λ01 = 0, and λ
0
2 = c/d > 0. Hence, 0 is a non-hyperbolic equilibrium. The
eigenvectors of DXU (0) associated with λ
0
1 and λ
0
2 are v
0
1 = (1, 0)
T and v02 = (c, d)
T , respectively.
According to the Centre Manifold theorem [33], the origin of (12) has a one-dimensional local centre
manifold W cloc(0) which is tangent to v
0
1 at 0. This implies that W
c
loc(0) can be represented locally as
the graph of a function W = W (U) that satisfies W (0) = W ′(0) = 0 (for further details, see [43]). By
taking the Taylor series expansion of this function around U = 0, we have
W (U) =
r∑
k=2
akU
k +O(Ur+1),
where the coefficients ak ∈ R, and O(Ur+1) are terms of order r+ 1 and higher of the Taylor series of
W (U). Here, the coefficients ak are determined by substitution of W = W (U) into (12). Thus, after
some calculations, we obtain
W (U) = −ms
c
U2 +O(U3).
If we restrict (12) to W cloc(0), we obtain the one-dimensional differential equation
U ′ = W (U) = −ms
c
U2 +O(U3).
Then, for U > 0 small enough, we have that U ′ < 0. Therefore, 0 is a local attractor in W cloc(0). Since
λ02 > 0, it follows that 0 is a non-hyperbolic saddle point of (12).
Figure 22 shows the phase portrait of (12). The global centre manifold W c(0) extends itself (for
z < 0) along the flow of (12) and forms a heteroclinic connection to (m, 0). This corresponds to a
wave front in (5) in which —in spite of the predator’s absence— the prey population becomes extinct
throughout space in the long term. Moreover, since Wu(m, 0) is a two-dimensional unstable manifold,
the intersection along W c(0)∩Wu(m, 0) is transversal. It follows that the associated wave front persists
under small parameter variations. Furthermore, no other saddle connection occurs in (12). Only under
suitable parameter perturbations, the manifolds Wu(0) and W s(1, 0) may come to intersect along a
second heteroclinic orbit from (0, 0) to (1, 0). While finding the right parameter combination for this
event to happen is beyond the scope of this paper, we can surely say that such intersection would be
non-transversal. Hence, the associated traveling front would not be robust under parameter variation.
Finally, a similar analysis of (7) restricted to the invariant plane ΠV reveals that there are either
no homoclinic, heteroclinic orbits nor limit cycles with non-negative V -coordinates in ΠV . Therefore,
there are no plausible traveling waves of (5) occurring in the absense of prey population.
11. Discussion
Upon taking into consideration a diffusion process in model (2), we highlight that its dynamical
richness considerably raises. Indeed, it made appear the three main types of traveling waves we were
looking for: wave pulses, wave fronts, and wave trains. Most of these orbits allow us to conclude that
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Figure 22. The centre manifold W c(0) extends itself (for z < 0) along the flow of (12) and forms a
heteroclinic connection to (m, 0). This corresponds to a wave front in (5) in the absence of predators.
Parameter values in (12) are (c, d,m, s) = (1, 2.4, 0.5, 100).
there are conditions under which both prey and predator populations may survive in the long term.
Furthermore, these showed us that, if both species coexist, then the predator population is always
higher where we have a larger prey populace. On the other hand, regarding the analysis made in the
invariant planes, we found that there is a wave front (in which predators are absent) that joins two
stationary states. In particular, this orbit begins with a spatially homogeneous prey population, which
tends to extinction in the long term.
Let us observe that each traveling wave is a stationary solution of system{
ut = duzz − cuz + su(u−m)(1− u)(u+ v)− auv,
vt = vzz − cvz + buv − gv(u+ v),
(13)
which coincides with system (5), once the change of variables (x, t) → (x + ct, t) has been made. By
using this approach, we studied the stability of every shown solution, and we found that each of them
is an unstable trajectory. This means that such trajectories will be left in the long term when any
perturbation is applied. For further details, see [58].
On the other hand, the presence of chaos in system (7) indicates that setting initial conditions
for populations that are well modeled by it in the real world may be unreliable as a consequence of
initial condition sensitivity features. In other words, any change in that condition may give rise to
an erratic population behavior as time goes by. As can be seen in sections above, key parameters
are crucial as well as pivotal theoretical paradigms that should be met to regulate chaotic traits and
hence avoid erratic behavior. Therefore, the multiple wave solutions coexisting with chaos emerge as
a manifestation of regular spatiotemporal evolution in the midst of such complex behavior. The fact
that we are able to pinpoint the specific associated homo/heteroclinic orbits and periodic solutions
among chaotic dynamics becomes more relevant in light of these findings.
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Table 1. Summary of the main traveling wave solutions.
Wave type Region in (m, d) plane Orbit in phase space
Type A wave pulse Bifurcation curve hq Focus-focus homoclinic orbit Γq
Type B wave pulse Bifurcation curve hp Saddle-focus homoclinic orbit Γp
Type C wave pulse Neighborhoods of hq Focus-focus 2-homoclinic orbit Γ
2
q
Type D wave pulse Neighborhoods of hp Saddle-focus 2-homoclinic orbit Γ
2
p
Type E wave pulse Neighborhoods of hp Saddle-focus 4-homoclinic orbit Γ
4
p
Type F wave pulse Neighborhoods of hq Focus-focus 3-homoclinic orbit Γ
3
q
Type A wave front Region I Heteroclinic orbit from q to p Γq,p
Type B wave front hq and Regions III, IV, V Heteroclinic orbit from p to q Γp,q
Type A wave train Regions II, III, IV, V and VI Limit cycle, Γ
Type B wave train Regions III and V 2-turns limit cycle, Γ2
Type C wave train Region III 4-turns limit cycle, Γ4
Type D wave train Region III 8-turns limit cycle, Γ8
Regarding the diffusion process, let us notice that the condition d > 1 favors the unpredictability
of populations, i.e., system (7) is more likely to be chaotic when the prey diffusivity is higher than
that of predators. Contrary to a typical Turing pattern existence analysis as in [9], where d < 1
is assumed, our findings show that the greater spreading characteristics of the prey are, the lesser
monotony of the predator-prey interaction is observed. In other words, whenever conditions are met in
a way that populations coexistence occurs, a distinguished relation between predator-prey transport
efficiency and the carrying capacity and mean individual fitness ratio of preys seems to be crucial to
prevent uncertain behaviors, which may come from chaotic response. Specifically, we can find chaos
when (m, d) belongs to any of the hp, hq and NS curves, or some of their neighborhoods; see figure 5
and discussion in section 5.
Finally, table 1 shows a list of all the traveling waves exposed throughout this paper, together with
the regions of the bifurcation diagram where they can be found. We highlight that we made this table
according to the obtained information, and the mentioned regions may not be the only ones where the
given traveling waves can be found.
It is relevant to remember that there are regions where two or more types of traveling waves exist
simultaneously. For example, if (m, d) is in the intersection between hq and hp, then there are two
homoclinic orbits, Γq and Γp. Furthermore, let us remember that Γ
2 is branched from Γ when (m, d)
crosses the PD curve from region II to III. However, Γ does not disappear after this event. In fact, after
the successive period doubling bifurcations, a large number of wave trains may be found together in the
phase portrait of system (7). Finally, we should recall that when (m, d) ≈ (0.0463358, 1.3080156) ∈ hq,
there is a family of heteroclinic orbits, which go from p to q. These arise from a transverse intersection
between Wu(p) and W s(q), which indicates that these solutions are robust under small changes of
parameter values. This result can be interpreted as follows: for suitable initial conditions and Allee
threshold and sensitive diffusion ratio values, traveling fronts mimicking invasion-like traits of both
populations are likely able to be observed, and they persist under any sufficiently small perturbation.
A relevant fact regarding the homoclinic orbit Γq is that it presents Shilnikov focus-focus homoclinic
chaos in a concrete model vector field. Indeed, most of the studies about this bifurcation have been
carried out (so far) only theoretically [27, 63]. Moreover, as far as we know, this work represents
the first example of the actual computation of a global invariant manifold involved in a focus-focus
homoclinic bifurcation in R4.
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On the other hand, according to the summary given in table 1, to obtain an oscillatory behavior of
populations in space as time goes by, the condition is to be in any of the regions II-VI of the bifurcation
diagram. In these, many wave trains with different spatiotemporal periods can be found. Finally, to
avoid chaos and ensure that both species establish in a stationary state in which they survive in the
long term, then the main requirement for the model parameters is to remain away from the homoclinic
bifurcation curves and torus bifurcations.
The amplitude of the oscillations varies in markedly different scales for the rescaled variables, and
variations in V are much more pronounced than that of U for pulses, fronts and trains. This difference
in amplitudes can be explained by paying attention to the following observations: (i) the prey and
the predator populations spatially spread at distinct rates. This rate difference provides that the low-
diffusivity population promotes a heterogeneous aggregation of the two populations along the domain;
in consequence, both traveling-wave profiles propagate in a spatially non-homogenous shape, regardless
of d < 1 or d > 1; (ii) the prey-predator ratio in the original variables N/P prevails as both amplitudes
are of the same order in any escenarios here considered; (iii) upon integrating system (5) along the
whole finite spatial domain and assuming uniform convergence in time, we obtain that solutions satisfy
formulae:
L∫
−L
[su(u−m)(1− u)(u+ v)− auv] dx = dB1
dt
,(14a)
L∫
−L
[buv − gv(u+ v)] dx = dB2
dt
,(14b)
where the total biomasses are given by B1(t) =
∫ L
−L u dx and B2(t) =
∫ L
−L v dx, regardless of whether
the boundary conditions for ux and vx vanish or cancel out each other at x = ±L. Moreover, once we
define the weighed total biomass by B(t) := bB1(t) + aB2(t), from (14), we obtain formula
L∫
−L
[bsu(u−m)(1− u)− agv] (u+ v) dx = dB
dt
.(15)
Upon taking into account L  1, we get traveling-wave solutions of (5), which are characterized
by having profiles that keep their shape over time. Now, we consider a moving interval-frame J =
[−L− ct, L− ct], which “runs alongside” the traveling profiles with the same speed c ≥ 0. In so doing,
integral in the left-hand side term of (15) over J is constant for all t ≥ 0. That is, since traveling-wave
profiles displacement only changes their position in time, the weighed total biomass traveling speed is
therefore conserved, i.e. dB/dt ≡ C0, where C0 is constant. Thus, as u + v ≥ 0 for all |x| ≤ L, the
total biomasses of the two populations follow a conservation-like property for traveling-wave solutions.
Namely, as the wave variable z = x + ct corresponds to a spatial translation for t ≥ 0, populations
amplitudes balance each other to satisfy identity (15) for a constant weighed total biomass rate of
change C0.
It is interesting to note that identities in (14) are also satisfied for stationary solutions; that is, upon
setting ut = vt = 0, we have relation (15) with dB/dt ≡ 0, when homogeneous Neumann boundary
conditions are in place. Similar identities are obtained for Dirichlet, periodic and mixed-type boundary
conditions, as well. Details about stationary solutions of (5) are omitted here, but will appear in a
new manuscript based on current research by these authors.
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Appendix A. Two-dimensional invariant manifolds as a families of orbit segments
The two-dimensional global manifolds in this paper are computed as families of orbit segments,
which can be obtained as solutions of a suitable boundary value problem (BVP), irrespective of the
vector field undergoing a homoclinic or heteroclinic bifurcation. This allows us to make use of Auto to
implement and solve the BVP; then, the manifold is “built up” by continuation of the respective orbit
segments [24, 40, 41]. All images of W s(p) and W ss(q) are then obtained by rendering the respective
portion of the manifold as a surface from the computed orbit segments with dedicated Matlab routines.
In this appendix we focus on the case of a stable manifold (a similar approach can be adopted to
compute unstable manifolds by considering unstable eigenvalues and reversing time); see also [3, 1,
7, 54] for further details and applications. We consider a function u : [0, 1] → R4, that solves the
differential equation
d
dτ
u(τ) = TF (u(τ)),(16a)
where F : R4 → R4 stands for the vector field (7). Let us notice that (16a) is a scaled version of (7)
in which the integration time T of an orbit segment appears now as an explicit parameter. In this
way, the actual integration time over an orbit segment of (16a) is always 1. The function u represents
a unique orbit segment {u(τ) ∈ R4 : 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1} of (16a) provided suitable boundary conditions are
imposed at one or both end points u(0) and u(1). (This same approach can be applied to calculate
periodic orbits by setting u(0) = u(1) and imposing additional suitable integral conditions [24]). In the
case of orbits in a stable manifold, these constraints arise naturally from the stable manifold theorem,
which states that the stable manifold W s(q) of an equilibrium q is tangent to its stable eigenspace
Es(q) at q [43, 33]. Hence, we can obtain an approximation of W s(q) as a one-parameter family
of orbit segments ending at Es(q), sufficiently near q. Formally, this family is parameterised using
a suitable sub-manifold of Es(q). If the eigenvalues of q are complex conjugate —as is the case of
W s(q) in (7)—, then we consider the boundary conditions given by
u(1) = ws0 + δ(w
s
1 −ws0) ∈ R4, δ ∈ [0, 1),(16b)
where ws0 and w
s
1 are chosen as follows. Let w
s
0 = q + εv
s, where ε > 0 is sufficiently small and
vs ∈ R4 is any non-zero vector in Es(q). Then, we take ws1 as the first return (backwards in time)
of the orbit through ws0 to the local section generated by v
s and by any other linearly independent
vector that does not belong to Es(q) [7]. Equation (16b) defines an approximate fundamental domain,
as each orbit in W s(q) intersects this segment exactly once. Furthermore, this implies that δ ∈ [0, 1)
uniquely parameterises a family of orbits Ŵ sδ,T (q) := {uδ(t) : t ∈ [0, 1]} that gives an approximation
of W s(q).
The set Ŵ sδ,T (q) is a (δ, T )-dependent family of orbit segments. Indeed, for each T , we have a
one-parameter family of orbit segments that approximates W s(q). Then, to obtain this approximation
in Auto, we need to specify an initial orbit that satisfies (16a) and (16b), with δ = δ0 ∈ [0, 1) fixed.
To get this trajectory, we consider the trivial orbit u ≡ ws0 + δ(ws1 − ws0) with T = 0, and perform
a continuation in T until a desired integration time T = −T ∗ < 0, with u(1) satisfying (16b). Then,
a continuation in δ ∈ [0, 1) allows us to obtain the desired approximation of W s(q) as a family of
orbit segments for T = −T ∗ fixed. Moreover, by construction, the family Ŵ sδ,T (q) lies in an O(2)
neighbourhood of W s(q).
Instead of keeping a particular integration time T fixed, it is possible to restrict the point u(0).
This allows us, for instance, to get the intersection W s(q) ∩M with a codimension one submanifold
M = {x ∈ R4 : G(x) = 0}, by imposing another boundary condition given by
G(u(0)) = 0.(16c)
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Solutions of (16a) with boundary conditions (16b) and (16c) are orbits that begin at M and end at
the approximate fundamental domain of W s(q) near q.
To obtain a first trajectory in this case, we continue an orbit that satisfies (16b) for δ = δ0 ∈ [0, 1)
fixed, while we monitor the value of G(u(0)). We stop this continuation when condition (16c) is
satisfied. This starting orbit segment can then be continued as a one-parameter family of solutions of
the boundary value problem (16) in the free parameters δ and T , so that the point u(0) traces out a
one-dimensional curve on M . The two-dimensional manifolds in figures 15, 16, 17 and 18 were obtained
by setting M to be the sphere Sr = {x ∈ R4 : |x− q| = r} with radius r = 0.03, centered at q, where
| · | denotes the Euclidean norm in R4. We highlight that not every orbit ending at the fundamental
domain may intersect M . Also, the intersection set W s(q)∩M could consist of many different curves.
In that case, it is necessary to repeat the same procedure for different values of δ0 ∈ [0, 1) to get the
whole set. See [7, 40] for further details.
In particular, if W s(q) contains a heteroclinic orbit flowing from p to q, such trajectory is approx-
imated by a bounded orbit segment in the family Ŵ sδ,T (q) passing sufficiently close to p. Indeed, if a
heteroclinic orbit exists, the two-parameter continuation procedure effectively stops as the integration
time diverges. In practice, an approximation of such connecting orbit is obtained at some specific
δ = δ∗ ∈ [0, 1) with a large integration time T = −T ∗. A similar criterium can be used to detect
secondary n-homoclinic orbits to q as orbit segments ending near q as the integration time T diverges.
For instance, in figures 18 and 19, the fundamental domain δ ∈ [0, 1) is divided into 13 sub-segments
by the values 0 < δ1 < δ2 < . . . < δ12 < 1. The heteroclinic connections correspond to δ1 ≈ 0.317181,
δ2 ≈ 0.317265, δ6 ≈ 0.319579, δ8 ≈ 0.319621, δ9 ≈ 0.319904, δ11 ≈ 0.319917 and δ12 ≈ 0.331911. On
the other hand, we have the primary homoclinic orbit at δ7 ≈ 0.319616, and four secondary homoclinic
orbits at δ3 ≈ 0.317284, δ4 ≈ 0.317285, δ5 ≈ 0.317285 and δ10 ≈ 0.319906.
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